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Tracklist

A1 Peace By Peace 7:38
A2 Force Majeure 7:20
A3 Family Is Everything 1:07
B1 Our Love Is Strong 8:16
B2 We Don't Have To Talk About It 8:35

Companies, etc.

Pressed By – Intakt! Presswerk GmbH

Notes

Track duration not mentioned on the release.

Comments about Family - Leafar Legov
Gandree
Top notch production all around. My favorite track is "Force Majeur" for the unique dub tech
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influences but also really liking B1 "Our Love Is Strong" which is a top notch tech house eerie make-
out session.
Beranyle
Whereas Leafar's first EP 'Talk' was more of an ambient production, 'Family' seems to have different
driving forces overall. My favourite track would definitely be 'We Don't Have To Talk About It'. The
bass line feels childish while the strings arouse melancholy. All tracks are great in it's own right
though. This is Leafar's best work and arguably Giegling's best release yet.
Maximilianishe
STUNNING. So intensely melodic and beautiful. For me, maybe the best Giegling 12" yet - that's
saying something.
Watikalate
This is an absolutely beautiful record. Stunning, gorgeous music. Soulful and melancholy.
Kefrannan
A1 reminds me of synkro or djrum, amazing stuff !
Dogrel
Force Majeure is very first Burial LP-esque. And the whole thing is fuckin aces that's for sure.
Hirah
Giegling with an absolutely lovely Christmas present for 2017. For this sound, there is really nothing
better in my opinion.
Jode
Awesome stuff. I know Traumprinz is the darling of Giegling (with good reason), but Legov is the
true star of the label. A very special release here.
Agantrius
Magnificent. Force Majeure/Peace by Peace are my favs. Cant decide which one is better, they are
so warm and comfy... Also, We Don't Have To Talk About It' is a lovely late-night piece just to sit
down and chill in winter. Glad I got this release.
Endieyab
Tracks:A1 B:2 Are those intended to sound like some dusty vinyl?
Gabar
Thanks for the tipp on the overall low pressing quality. I picked up my copy yesterday and was
shocked how dirty the record was. Additional to that the paper sleeve the records is shipped in did a
great job getting hairlines all over one side. Sounds still pretty good though.
Tejar
These noises are intentional. It's worth mentioning, though, that Giegling presses aren't all that
great. But in this case, the scratchy sounds are supposed to be there. Simply look at the revolutions
of the record itself as it spins on your turntable: if the clicks happen at the same spot on each
revolution, you know it's the record, not the music. The "clicking" you hear on B2, for example,
happens at the same exact time in every measure, not every revolution -- that should tell you that it's
part of the music, and not an imperfection of the vinyl.
Celace
Guessing it's intentional as A2 sounds immaculate compared to A1 and everyone is getting it at the
same points etc.
Bu
i thought its my stylus but A2 is perfectly clean. I think its intended. Or just a bad pressing
IGOT
Same with me, heavy distortion on the chord and bassline theme on B2.
Ericaz
It's hard to pick a favourite, but I'm leaning towards B2. Awesome release overall. At least as good
as the Kettenkarussell album, and that is already great.
Anarus
The force is strong with this one. Our Love is strong is also my favorite.



DarK-LiGht
I've been waiting for this one ever since that stunning RA mix. Beautiful, mellow deep house cuts –
Giegling at its finest. B1 is the standout (impossible to not move to that beat), but honestly all five of
these tracks are masterpieces in my opinion.
Marirne
Finally Giegling strikes back with some rare and deep vibes. A bliss that seemed to be disappearing
from this used-to-be-awesome crew.Proud to say that this new (but already well known to this label
and artist lovers) release of 5 pearls, confirms Leafar still being a well blind-buy
producer.Personally, this brings my attention back to the label, despice that annoying Konst issue.
Yananoc
Used to be awesome? LOL. Giegling hasn't put out a bad or even average record in years.
Saimath
After his RA mix, I think Leafar proved to me (and many others) that he's probably the best of the
giegling crew. Definitely has the most lasting power to me. Samples on this sound great, need to go
pick up my copy from the post office.
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Lighthouse Family - Love Every minute

The Johnson Family - Peace In The Family / I Only Want To
Be With You

Nucleus - Johnny Peace / Ernie's Gone

3/4 Peace - 3/4 Peace

Shut Up & Dance Featuring Peter Bouncer / Salt 'N' Pepa /
Unit 3 / Love & Laughter - Raving I'm Raving / Let's Talk
About Sex / We Are Family / I Surrender
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Tranquility)
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Freddie McGregor - Peace And Love

Ray Charles - Love & Peace

Margie Evans, The Williams Family, Rickey Grundy - We
Shall Walk Through the Valley In Peace
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